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Are we really living in an Age of Darkness, as Lewis 
Hammond’s apocalyptically charged paintings suggest? 
The wider world remains locked out in his works;  
the cosmos depicted is reduced to narrow, safe retreats 
where bodies surrender to one another and indulge  
in tender, sometimes ambivalently violent intimacy.

Looking at Hammond’s Kyur (2020), which shows an in-
tertwined couple on a couch, dreaming beneath a dra-
matically side-lit fetish object on the wall above, I’m re- 
minded of Barry Schwabsky’s 2008 essay on Peter Doig.  
It asked why Doig is perceived as a British painter when 
his painting is so profoundly “un-British.”1 Of course 
Schwabsky doesn’t view artists primarily as representa-
tives (or not) of some mythically uni!ed national char- 
acter; rather, his question expressed his astonishment at 
the alien, outlandish quality of Doig’s painted spaces  
given the cultural context of their making. In front of Kyur 
I felt a similar amazement about Hammond (also British), 
whose pictures open up spaces that are alternately somber 
and dramatic, containing !gures whose skin seems  
almost to "uoresce—pictures that are not necessarily for-
eign per se, but far removed from all that is commonly 
associated with Britain’s pictorial culture. 
Safe Haus (2019) exerts the same e#ect. Again we see two 
lovers in bed. Their bronze skin shimmers in an other-
wise dark, bare room that encloses the couple in a strangely 
threatening way, recalling Giorgio de Chirico. Almost 
the entire canvas is occupied by a window whose bars are 
thorny branches. Thorns, we realize, protect against a 
hostile outside, but also highlight the vulnerability of the 
embracing bodies inside. But what makes this heavily 
symbolic blend of fear, fragility, and withdrawal especially 
peculiar is the baroque execution à la manière espagnole.  
As in an early seventeenth-century painting by Jusepe de 
Ribera, all of what we can see appears to have been 
wrested with great e#ort from a profoundly hostile dark-
ness. This impression is stronger still in Study for a Thresh- 
old / Longing and Impermanence (2019), whose varnished sur-
face, dark and apparently impenetrable, again conjures 
an Old Master.
Why on earth would a young British person with Afro- 
Caribbean roots paint in the style of a Spanish artist like 
Ribera? To my mind, the most probable explanation is 
that Hammond chooses a style that creates the greatest 
possible di#erence. Indirectly, he alludes to his black 
heritage and the exclusion and violence that sadly still go 
together with black skin (standing here for all forms  
of non-whiteness). The reference to a pre-Enlightenment 
visual program mirrors our society’s blatant lack of  
“enlightenment” in its treatment of certain people. Yet with 
a twist that strikes me as somehow very Catholic, Ham-
mond crosses this traumatic fear of physical harm with a 
celebration of the body—as in Safe Haus, where the bod- 
ies are the sole source of light in the profound darkness. 
The manner in which he does so leaves no doubt that 
this light comes from the !re of passion. Hammond also 
returns again and again to satyrs as subjects; these queer, 
forever horny creatures appear as a lusty seducer of a white 
woman in the small-format painting What is this desire? 
(2018), elsewhere as a crying (or laughing?) Afro-satyr in 
That time, when things were okay (2019), which superimposes 
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two kinds of othering, representing both fear of the for-
eign and exotic desire simultaneously.
One might say that Hammond’s painting describes the 
point where the fortress of the body is stormed—be it 
with hostile intent, as an act of passion, or anywhere in 
between. Every gradation, from horror to pleasure and 
back again, manifests in his constantly ambiguous work. 
Der Rücken (The Back, 2019), for example, o#ers a hazy 
rendering of a bare back being massaged by two hands. 
Yet the hands are painted such that the "esh of the 
thumb merges with that of the back. Is this a tender, caring 
gesture, or more a hostile incursion into an unprotected 
body? The pictures murmur more than they speak, as if 
some threat is lurking in the background—as in Ribera’s 
black spaces. 
Recently, however, Hammond’s baroque tenebrismo has 
been sliding into a browner visual idiom whose earthy 
tones and so$ curves nod to Latin American modernism. 
At least that is what I perceive in Sorro (2020), perhaps 
his most striking work to date. It shows at least four hands 
of subtly di#erent skin colors, and a blue metallic face 
possibly being pushed into or pulled out of a brown body. 
In any case, this act generates "ames that simulta- 
neously resemble falling autumn leaves. Once again, it re-
mains unclear whether the physical ordeal we are wit- 
nessing is born of aggression or of kindness. But the blue 
face and the gently graded colors of the hands suggest 
that the construction of identity via skin color and the body 
is the subject—and that for the painter, this is the !eld  
of the greatest friction and the hardest struggles. Sorro ex-
udes a peculiar pathos that seems to me so at odds with 
the cooled-down, subtly coded way art is predominantly 
made today in London or Berlin, where Hammond now 
works. And there it is again: di#erence.

1  Barry Schwabsky, “Glimpses Beyond the Edge: Peter Doig,”  
Art in America, May 2008, 168.

85%Lewis Hammond, That time, when things were okay (detail), 2019.  
Courtesy: the artist and Arcadia Missa, London. Photo: Tim Bowditch
86%Lewis Hammond, Kyur, 2020.  
Courtesy: the artist and Lulu, Mexico City. Photo: Ramiro Chaves

87%Lewis Hammond, Sorro (detail), 2020.  
Courtesy: the artist and Lulu, Mexico City. Photo: Ramiro ChavesL. Hammond, M. Scheper Tidbits 85Mousse Magazine 72 84
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The artist creates surreal and sensual scenes that feel indicative 
of our current circumstances and precarious inner psyches. 
Words by Holly Black

Lewis Hammond’s paintings tread a thin line between existential dread and 
human comfort. The London-based painter, who graduated from the Royal 
ƂV>`i�Þ�-V����Ã����Óä£Ç]�LÕ��`Ã���>}iÃ�Ì�>Ì�>Ài�w��i`�Ü�Ì��Ã�iÜi`�«iÀÃ«iV-
tives and long, foreboding shadows, which point to the unsettling ambigu-
ity of an angst-ridden dream. He often extends this sense of agitation by 
including banal objects infused with surreal symbolism, such as a collection of 
knives hanging on a wall, or austere thorned branches that could double as 

barbed wire.

Figures often appear in his work too, but they are usually somewhat obscured, 
either extending beyond the picture plane or hidden in tight embraces. In 
other instances, their likeness appears stretched and distorted, much like a 
corrupted photograph, making it seem as if they could slip away from view at 
any moment. There is often a sense of erotically charged, cloistered activity 
that many of us might relate to at this current moment, whether that be safe 
in the arms of a loved one, or pining for connection beyond our own four 

walls.

You spent time in Mexico City, working towards your current exhibition Lulu, 
before being forced to return London due to the pandemic. Has your time 
>LÀ�>`]���Ì�Ì���i�Ì����Ì��Ã�Ã�}��wV>�Ì�ÀÕ«ÌÕÀi]�`�ÀiVÌ�Þ���v�À�i`�Þ�ÕÀ�Ü�À�¶

Suddenly having to leave Mexico at very short notice was bound to have an 
ivviVÌ]���Ì�Ì���i�Ì����ÀiÌÕÀ���}�Ì�����`���>�`��ii`��}�Ì��w��Ã��Ì�i�Ã��Ü°�
With everything going on, making art did not feel as immediately urgent as it 
usually does for me. Perhaps somewhere in the paintings this fragmentation is 
present. Alienation, isolation and representations of primal states seem to be 
locatable in this body of work. The paintings could probably be diagnosed as 
a physical representation of my own, or a collective, neurosis.

It is hard not to read everything through the lens of our current crisis, but 
it is impossible to ignore the inherent threat often visible in your paintings, 
whether that be a collection of hanging knives or thorny branches as bars. 
7�iÀi�`�iÃ�Ì��Ã�Ãi�Ãi��v�`>�}iÀ�V��i�vÀ��¶

We live in a highly globalised world with a shared consciousness, yet very 
different material experiences exist between one person and another. I often 
vii���Þ�«>��Ì��}Ã�>Ài�>��>ÌÌi�«Ì�Ì��w�`�>��>�}Õ>}i��À�w}ÕÀ>Ì�Ûi�`i«�VÌ�����v�
what a collective sense of anxiety might look like, or could be represented as.



The work sometimes references the shared global panic of our times. We live 
���Ü��}��ÕÀ��>ÌÕÀ>��ÀiÃ�ÕÀViÃ�>Ài�w��ÌiÆ�vii���}�Ì�i���«>VÌ��v�V���>Ìi�V�>�}iÆ�
seeing how small events can cause a devastating reverberation across the 
planet. This is something that has always been in my work, but of course is 
possibly more pronounced at times like these, when the whole world is acute-
ly aware of the precarious state we are in (which many people don’t normally 
w�`�Ì�i�Ãi�ÛiÃ���]��À���Ì�Vi��À�>V���Ü�i`}i®°

“I see a world that is unstable and increasingly politically 
fractured. I think my paintings tap into that”

By sheer luck I was born into the western world and have enjoyed, by com-
parison, a relatively comfortable life thus far. I think, in light of recent crises 
we are becoming distinctly aware that we’re always just a few steps away from 
catastrophe. Perhaps we have always been in it, but it was just slowed down 
or less visible. Now it has come to the fore. I see a world that is unstable and 
increasingly politically fractured. I think my paintings tap into that. This particu-
lar group of works has a survivalist thread running through it, but that is not to 
say all is without hope.


>��Þ�Õ�Ìi����i�>���ÌÌ�i�>L�ÕÌ�Ì�i�Ã«>ViÃ�Ì�>Ì�Þ�Õ�VÀi>Ìi����Þ�ÕÀ�Ü�À�¶�9�ÕÀ�
use of dramatic shadowing and skewed dimensionality can often feel surreal 
or indeed claustrophobic, and to my mind points more to a psychological 
space than a physical one.

�Þ�ÀiviÀi�Vi�«���ÌÃ�>Ài�>��i�`��}��v�wÀÃÌ�>�`�ÃiV��`��>�`�Ã�ÕÀVi`��>Ìi-
rial, both imagined and constructed environs. I build the spaces with quick 
sketches to further elaborate collaged imagery that guides me in the painting 
process.
I begin painting with a skeletal structure or composition in mind, with the work 
constantly revised and edited throughout. I am always adding or taking away 
elements, while keeping the door slightly ajar for new imagery to enter the 
work. This can be a painted detail or a palette shift, to encourage a particular 
reading.
I am generally less concerned with an accurate representation of a particular 
Ã«>Vi�Ì�>��Ü�Ì��V>«ÌÕÀ��}�>�Ã«iV�wV�vii���}��À����`°���Ì�����Ì�>Ì�V��ÃÌÀÕVÌ��}�
the images with the differed and distorted perspectives can encourage some 
form of embodiment for the viewer, some sense of lost footing or disrup-
tion so that one arrives back in one’s body, even if that is through a sense of 
unease.

Physical and sexual intimacy is also a recurring subject in your paintings, what 
>Ài�Þ�Õ���«��}�Ì��Õ�i>ÀÌ���À�V��ÛiÞ�Ü�i��Þ�Õ�VÀi>Ìi�Ì�iÃi���>}iÃ¶

I suppose these “moments” act as a counterweight, to balance the often-dis-
µÕ�iÌ��}�V�ÀVÕ�ÃÌ>�ViÃ�Ì�i�w}ÕÀiÃ�Ì�>Ì�«�«Õ�>Ìi�Ì�i�«>��Ì��}Ã�w�`�Ì�i�Ãi�ÛiÃ�
in. They are also stand-ins for potential forms of resistance and sheltering in 
Ì�i�v>Vi��v�>`ÛiÀÃ�ÌÞ°���À�iÝ>�«�i]�����ÞÕÀ]�Ì�i�w}ÕÀiÃ�>Ài�LÕ��iÀi`�`�Ü�°�
I think the work has a calming aura to it, there is an uncanny feeling to the 
space. It is almost domestic, which depicts something as everyday as an 
afternoon nap, yet it comes off as ethereal and dreamy. I am interested in 
how I can push a potentially banal image to provide suggestions of various 
narratives or subtexts.

7�>Ì�>L�ÕÌ�Ì�i�`�ÃÌ�ÀÌi`�y>Ì�iÃÃ�Þ�Õ�i�«��Þ¶��Ì�Ài���`Ã��i��v�Ü�i��>�
digital image gets stretched if you force an aspect ratio, or corrupted when it 
is uploading to the internet.

That is perhaps an effect of my working process. I have a range of source 
material that I push through various media to form a preparatory image in par-
ticular ways. I like the feeling of a distorted lens—there is no empirical truth or 
vantage point. Everything bends and contorts to the will of and in service to 
the painting. There is a focus on psychological states throughout my work, for 
Ü��V��Ì�iÀi��Ã����wÝi`�Û�ÃÕ>��Ài«ÀiÃi�Ì>Ì��������ÕÀ�`Ài>�Ã��À��ÕÀ����`½Ã�iÞi°���
hope my paintings are close to touching that idea in some way.



Lewis Hammond, No Rest (The Flight)�ÓäÓä®°�
�ÕÀÌiÃÞ��v�Ì�i�>ÀÌ�ÃÌ�>�`��Õ�Õ]��iÝ�V��
�ÌÞ°

As galleries around the world begin to slowly reopen, we are focusing 
on exhibitions at spaces that are now open to public visitors. Check out 
this show at a newly reopened gallery below.

“Lewis Hammond: Still Life”
Through June 27 at Lulu, Mexico City
 

What the gallery says: “The work of London-based painter Lewis Hammond seems 
to embody if not the macro aspect of the moment, then the micro, the personal, 
private experience of what many of us may currently be experiencing. Indeed, if 
Hammond’s tenebrous pictures felt relevant in a pre-pandemic world, their portrayal 
of extreme states of mind, such as fear, anxiety, desire and claustrophobia, feels 
more pertinent than ever now.

The work in this exhibition, which was made [before and during] the crisis in Mexico 
and then completed en pleine crise in London, is liable to bring to mind many 
things. The artist’s dark and moody palette, not to mention phantasmagoric subject 
matter, deliberately evokes a whole host of old masters, particularly Goya and the 
“Black Paintings,” as well as other examples of the Spanish baroque, like Ribera.”

Why it’s worth a look: The subjects of these moody, thick, chalky works seem at 
wÀÃÌ�Ì��Li�Ài��Ã���}�Ì�i�À�V��Ãi�iÃÃ�Ì����i�>��Ì�iÀ°�Ƃ�V�Õ«�i�Ã«���Ã����Li`Æ�>��Ì�iÀ�
two embrace, their heads almost fused together. Such pictures are interspersed with 
others that veer toward danger, though it’s never realized. In one painting, three 
Ì��À�Þ�LÀ>�V�iÃ�ÃÌ>�`����`��i`���ÌiÀ��À�vÀ>�iÃÆ����>��Ì�iÀ]�Ì�iÀi��Ã�>��>ÀÀ>�}i�i�Ì�
�v����ÛiÃ�>�`�Ã�>À«�Ì���ÃÆ����>�Ì��À`]�Üi�Ãii�>�ÃV>Ûi�}��}�>���>��Ü�Ì����Ã�v>�}Ã��ÕÌ°

The heavy colors can be more calming than aggressive though, and it seems as if 
the exhibition’s title, “Still Life,” refers not to the art-historical term, but to the artist’s 
vision of people and things existing in a still, unhurried life.

What it looks like:



In conversation with Lewis Hammond

Lewis Hammond, a graduate of London’s Royal Academy of Art, presented 
The Keep {2019) at Arcadia Missa earlier this year. The show featured a 
series of large, ominous oil paintings - a discordant union of dark, earthy 
DQG�UHGGLVK�KXHV��$FURVV�WKH�ZRUNV��VWUDQJH�DQG�VWDWXHVTXH�¿JXUHV�LQKDELW�
a world of barbed growths and enclosed spaces suggestive of William 
%ODNH¶V�HWFKLQJV�RI�KHOO�RU�WKH�¿UHV�RI�0RUGRU��

Everywhere there is coupling, in crevices and corners, behind metal bars. 
Some appear at home, others tortured by this twilight world of sexual 
congress, sharp points and metallic gates. Throughout, the line between 
love and violence is doubtful - forms huddle together, grasp at one another, 
while others crouch in postures of submission. If we are in hell, the line 
between devil and human victim is blurred - in their heroic musculature, all 
seem fallen angels. 

TANK spoke to the artist about his recent show, and using oil paints in the 
age of the iPhone.

Preparing for a show can be a long experience. When did this one start, and where 
did the ideas for the series come from? 

7KLV�ZDV�P\�¿UVW�VROR�H[KLELWLRQ�RXWVLGH�RI�DQ�DFDGHPLF�LQVWLWXWLRQ�DQG�WKHUHIRUH�WKH�¿UVW�
opportunity to orchestrate a conversation across several paintings in one space. 
Certain themes and pictorial devices have found recurrent ground in the paintings over 
WKH�ODVW�\HDU�RU�VR��7KH�WUDQVPXWLQJ�¿JXUHV��KRVWLOH��RU�SHUKDSV�VHFXUH�KRPHO\��HQYLURQ-
ments and a pervading sense of disquiet set the tone for the works. This was the feeling I 
wanted to seep throughout the show. 

I often have mental images for how I want a painting to manifest, usually inspired or 
driven by a blend of biography, literature, cinema and artworks that have left an indelible 
mark on me. I encourage a sense of ritual and mythology within the paintings yet I see 
WKHP�DV�VLGHZD\V�UHÀHFWLRQV�UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV�RI�WKH�FRPSOH[LWLHV�RI�OLYHG�H[SHULHQFH��LQ-
security, anxiety, the alarming socio-political landscape, and so on. I think I could broadly 
cast the works as explorations of mental states. 

What does oil paint as a medium offer you (practically, conceptually)? 

7KH�LPPHGLDF\�DQG�UHODWLYH�ÀH[LELOLW\�RI�RLO�SDLQW�KDV�DOZD\V�DWWUDFWHG�PH��,�SUHYLRXVO\�
made large-scale collages and used various paint substances to obfuscate the image. 
The results were a sort of image burial with an atmospheric boost. I think I paint almost 
in the reverse now - by excavating or teasing the image out through the layers of painted 
surface. 

I enjoy an engagement with the history of painting and how it can be utilised within my 
practice to talk about the time and place I exist in. I enjoy and appreciate the lineage and 
conversation through artworks, however vast the time between the artists’ lives. 

Oil painting has a strong, some might even say burdensome, sense of aesthetic 
history and tradition. Does that affect you?  

It can sometimes feel overbearing, felt most acutely when starting a painting. It is a blend 
of excitement and self-doubt. I am forever unsure if I possess the tools to make the next 
WKLQJ�,�ZDQW�WR�PDNH��7KLV�XVXDOO\�UHVROYHV�LWVHOI�E\�GLYLQJ�LQWR�WKH�ZRUN�DQG�¿QGLQJ�D�ZD\�
to get close to that thing I envisage. 

Are there particular painters you would say you are in conversation with? 

I endlessly pour over artist books: Ribera, Rubens, Goya, Caravaggio and Titian are 
often in heavy rotation. 

There is one painting in your show - a man with pointed ears looks down in a 
FORVH�XS�SRUWUDLW���WKDW�UHPLQGHG�PH�RI�D�FURSSHG�SKRWR�RU�D�VOLJKWO\�VNHZHG�VHO¿H��
How would you say that owning a phone with a camera, engaging with various 
VRFLDO�PHGLD��KDV�LQÀXHQFHG�\RXU�DUW"�

 
Owning a camera phone and so possessing the endless potential to create a “new” 
image at any given moment is both blessing and curse. I feel very fortunate to be able to 



capture moments that can instantly be pulled into my practice, but it also adds to an al-
ready heavily mediated experience of the world - constantly updated news stories, online 
digital communities via Instagram and Facebook or whichever network you choose to log 
into. I’m not sure how healthy it is. A reliance on the ability of photography to reproduce a 
moment for me to reference while painting is perhaps not always the answer. 
I try to strike a balance of making the best use of such a resource while still not be-
ing wholly committed to the image, painting something half-remembered and thereby 
creating a new image from a forever thinning idea of its essence is sometimes the more 
interesting path, preferring re-invention over certainty.

The earthy reddish hues of the series create such a strong sense of atmosphere. 
What drew you to these particular colours?

The earth-red underpainting was initially employed as a traditional painting technique, 
a method to unify the image and use the red ground as a mid-tone. I began to enjoy 
the sort of hellish feel it gives the paintings; a sense of heat or nightmare/apocalyptic 
landscape.
It is also the result of a gradually shifting palette over the past few years. Small chang-
es in technique and material supports led me to that point. When painting I think about 
a surrounding physical and climatic sensibility – sources of heat, light or wind – their 
GLUHFWLRQDOLW\�DQG�KRZ�WKH\�PD\�DIIHFW�WKH�VXEMHFW��6RPHWLPHV�WKH�¿JXUHV�VHHP�WR�H[LVW�LQ�
a vacuum; neither hot nor cold, neither night nor day. That may be a proxy for a feeling of 
apathy or a condition the characters have been bludgeoned into.

Do you think of your work as surreal?

I think it would be fair to describe my work as slightly surreal or slightly fantastical. This 
is mostly owing to its symbolic potentiality – I am simultaneously mining and inventing, 
QRWKLQJ�LV�¿[HG�

Lewis Hammond, Black Rain, 2019

How important to you is the act of naming a work of art? How did you arrive at 
Fuckboy?

 It refers to a painting  (one of the most striking for me) showing a hand holding a rose. 
The importance of the title is completely dependent upon the painting itself. I enjoy the 
secondary opportunity to direct a viewer, sometimes to throw an initial feeling about the 
SDLQWLQJ�LQWR�D�ZKROH�QHZ�UHDOP��VRPHWLPHV�WR�¿QG�D�PRUH�SRHWLF�PRPHQW�WKDW�PD\�QRW�
be so present in the work. The titles are often indicative of writing/music I have in heavy 
rotation at the time of making the work - a bastardisation of lyrics/literature/poetry I have 
UHDG��,�KDYH�QR�¿[HG�UXOHV�ZLWK�WLWOLQJ��,�JR�ZLWK�P\�JXW�

To zoom out a little - what’s it like to grow up in Wolverhampton? Did growing up 
in the West Midlands affect your work? 

:ROYHUKDPSWRQ�LV�DQ�RGG�FLW\��,W�RI¿FLDOO\�EHFDPH�D�FLW\�LQ�WKH�PLOOHQQLXP�EXW�RI�FRXUVH�
didn’t transform overnight and maintained its small-town mindset. 
I grew up with a tight friendship circle of skaters and punks. I skated a lot and played in 
bands. All the weird shit we exposed ourselves to and situations we found ourselves in 
has been highly formative. I pretty much dropped out of school by my mid-teens and did 
D�EXQFK�RI�VWXII�EHIRUH�JRLQJ�WR�DUW�VFKRRO�LQ�/RQGRQ��0\�\RXWK�KDV�GH¿QLWHO\�LQÀXHQFHG�
me but it’s hard to say exactly how. 

1RZ�WKDW�WKH�VKRZ�KDV�¿QLVKHG��KDV�LW�OHIW�\RX�ZLWK�DQ\�TXHVWLRQV"�

Yeah lots. Making the show was a steep learning curve as I made all the work in a con-
densed amount of time, consumed by the studio in a certain way. Now I’m in a period of 
“experimentation” and digesting the most recent works I made and thinking toward future 
projects.

Lewis Hammond’s debut solo show The Keep opened at Arcadia Missa in Feb-
ruary, and he is currently in group shows with Antenna Space, Shanghai and 
Deborah Schamoni Galerie, Munich. Arcadia Missa will present his work at Frieze 
London later this year.
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The Eerie, Enchanted Paintings of Lewis Hammond

‘These works render the real, estranged personalities of our 
«ÀiÃi�Ì�«iÀÌÕÀL��}]�>��ÕÀ��}Æ�iÝµÕ�Ã�Ìi½

Lewis Hammond, Fuckboy, 2018

Oil on board

33 x 22 cm. 

Courtesy: the artist and Arcadia Missa, London

They’ll creep you out, gaze at you through multiple eyes and ignore you completely, backs turned: bodies 

within hollowed bodies, fragmented faces and dislocated limbs. Lewis Hammond’s work is teething with 

them.

His eerie, enchanting paintings are created from elegant, murky lashings of oil on canvas and linen. Large 

in scale, Host (2017) is emblematic of his virtuosity in the medium: it depicts a pained, kneeling man on 

C�UVCIG��UJGFFKPI�C�VJKEM�NC[GT�QH�UMKP�s�CNQPI�YKVJ�GZEGUU�nƃGUJ[�KPPCTFUo�s�KP�C�UKEMN[�RCNGVVG��'XQECVKXG�
of the eldritch souls who haunt the works of Francisco de Goya, Hammond skews and melts art-historical 

HQTOU�CPF�OQVKHU��JWOCP�CPF�PQP�JWOCP�UWDLGEVU��CU�ƃWKFN[�CU�JKU�DTWUJUVTQMGU�

In Fuckboy (2018), geometric lines and shading create a gentle illusion of a recess, inside which a dark 

hand clasps a faded red rose. References to 16th-century Venice abound in his series of ‘triple portraits’: 

Titian metamorphoses into the present in I’ve Grown Used to You Somehow (2018). A triad of severed, 

Alien-like facial features surface from burgundy, green and kohl shadows; mottled and smudged across the 

backdrop.

Seemingly otherworldly, his subjects, Hammond tells me, are actually the counterpoint. A collision of liter-

ary inspirations, the 1980s British punk-band ephemera he grew up with and even BDSM clothing render 

the real, estranged personalities of our present perturbing, alluring; exquisite.



8VHG�DV�WKH�¿QDO�VKHOWHU��WKH�NHHS�²�D�IRUWL¿HG�WRZHU�FRPPRQ�WR�FDVWOHV�RI�WKH�
0LGGOH�$JHV�²�SHUIRUPV�D�ODVW�GLWFK�DWWHPSW�DW�VDQFWXDU\��7KDW�WKLV�VKRXOG�H[LVW�LQ�
the center of a castle braces against the possibility of impending destruction. The 
NHHS�KDG�DQRWKHU�KLVWRULFDO�XVDJH��WR�LQFDUFHUDWH�SULVRQHUV��$�VSDFH�UHÀHFWLYH�RU�
representative as refuge, yet structurally binding or imprisoning, coalesces in Lewis 
Hammond’s paintings.

Given late capitalism’s reterritorialization of everyday life, the “outside” reads as an-
tiquated. Hammond’s vignettes reckon with such claustrophobic contexts: the insin-
uation of the segregated, disenfranchised individual into a totalizing whole. Drawing 
from his own experience and black history, Hammond lavishes the excluded with 
wounding focus. This does not reveal a clearer case of visibility. Rather, Hammond’s 
attention to the body is fractious; it is splintery and nettlesome, yet tenebrous and 
nebular. In Safe Haus���������D�VDOORZ�WRQHG�FRXSOH�OLH�QDNHG�WRJHWKHU��WKH�¿JXUHV�
ÀDWWHQHG�DQG�VWUHWFKHG�DV�WKRXJK�PHHWLQJ�WKH�JURXQG��GHDG��³6DIH�+DXV´�LV�HQ-
JUDYHG�DERYH�D�ZLQGRZ�PDGH�ZLWK�KDZWKRUQ�EUDQFKHV��6RPH�JHQXLQH�UHÀHFWLRQ�RQ�
material existence: the haus unmoored, the haus unheimlich.

This Sisyphean reeling tips Hammond’s painting into a weltering fold of represen-
WDWLRQ�DQG�DIIHFW��7KH�LQWHUQDOL]DWLRQ�LV�UDWWOLQJ�DQG�RWKHUZRUOGO\��\HW�WKH�LQÀLFWLRQ�LV�
plain as day. A slow-motion implosion, the self is disturbed, malformed, slandered. 
In Putting Myself Back Together (2019), faces multiply in swarthy vermilion like an 
H[SDQGLQJ�FRQFHUWLQD��7KH�EXON\��NQHHOLQJ�¿JXUH�LV�D�EODFNRXW�LQ�D�FDYH��WKH�OLSV�DQG�
H\H�VRFNHWV�PXWLODWHG�LQ�DQG�RXW�RI�H[LVWHQFH��7KH�FHQWUDO�¿JXUH¶V�WRUVR�DQG�OHIW�DUP�
²�KDOI�RIIHULQJ��KDOI�VKLHOGLQJ�²�DSSHDU�WR�EXUQ�DOLYH�

Hammond’s potent palette and asphyxiated forms ventilate the struggle to let suffer-
ing assume space. It is thistly duress stung into blunt realization. The intensity is so 
¿QDO�LQ�WKH�VLPSOHVW�SDLQWLQJ��WZR�KDQGV�DSSHDU�WR�PDVVDJH�D�EDFN��DOO�VNLQ�SLQH�
green, but the thumbs turn unearthly, melting deep against the spine, raising the 
oppressed shoulder blades. Masquerading as palliative, one swift motion bends into 
deliberate violence.
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